With the increasing availability of computational power, optimization is becoming a credible and viable option when designing complex multidisciplinary systems. Computational optimization generally involves three distinct phases: 1) model the physical system in terms of design parameters and design metrics, 2) form an aggregate objective function in terms of the design metrics, and 3) minimize the aggregate objective function using an optimization code. Robust analytical and computational tools are available to perform the rst and third phases. The analytical tools available for constructing the objective function in phase two are remarkably simplistic and generally involve dif cult-to-obtain weights. Because the optimum solution is only as effective as the aggregate objective function, any de ciency in the formation of the latter signi cantly impacts the ultimate outcome. The multiobjective design optimization process is examined from the perspective of constructing objective functions. We expose the shortcomings of weight-based methods using analytical and numerical means. Through analytical, graphical, and computational means, we show how the physical programming approach entirely circumvents the reliance on weight, thereby resulting in a new method of practical and general applicability.
I. Introduction
M ULTIOBJECTIVE design optimization can be regarded as comprising three distinct phases: 1) model the system and develop design metrics in terms of design parameters, 2) quantify the overall design objective by forming an aggregateobjective function, and 3) optimize the aggregate objective function using an optimization code. We examine in the following each of these phases.
The performance of phase one generally occurs within a mature computational and human infrastructure. Disciplinary expertise on the part of the engineer, together with the availability of robust commercial analysis codes, plays a pivotal role in the success of phase one. Consider for example the design of a system where stepresponse settling time (SRST) is one of the quantities of interest. The rst step would be to model the system at hand using any number of analytical computational methods. Once the means are available to simulate the step-response-time history, the engineer deduces the corresponding settling time (or related design metric). In actual designs many more such design metrics must be developed. Two related comments follow. First, the system modeling and the development of the design metrics, although possibly involving some challenges for high-order systems, are generally well understood. Second, the availability of a complete set of relevant design metrics unfortunately offers no insight regarding the correct form of the aggregate objective function.
The second phase, where the aggregate objective function (AOF) is formed, is arguably the most critical. The AOF is expected to embody the full complexity of the wishes, biases, and prejudices of the designeror customer. Speci cally, the AOF re ects the objective laws of nature (e.g., F = ma) as well as the subjective designerimposed constraining environment(e.g., a noisy car is undesirable). The process of forming an AOF is as much an art as it is a science. Such methods as the weighted-sum and the weighted-square-sum are ineffective in expressing real-world preferences. 1 -4 This paper presents an examinationof the process of forming AOF and explains how physical programming 1 , 5 -8 offers particular advantages. Utility theory 9, 10 offers one of the most comprehensive methods for formulating and modeling the decision-making process in a multiobjective environment. It helps the design researcher de ne a set of axiomatic properties for generic objective functions (utility functions). A strong practical limitation of utility theory is its lack of guidance as to how one should constructutility functions for realworld problems. Similar concerns are expressed in Refs. 11-14. To address this de ciency, we need a method for the systematic development of AOF that correctly re ects the full complexity of the designer's preference. Whereas utility theory de nes in great theoretical detail the required properties of utility functions, it provides no practical means for the general development of utility functions. Physical programmingexploits importantaspects of utility theory to provide a methodical approach for developing preference functions (the analog of utility functions).
In their paper entitled "Optimization of Design Utility," Thurston et al. 13 express many issues that are directly related to the preceding discussion.They correctlypoint to the necessityto keep sightof what constitutes a good design throughout the design process. The single aggregateobjectivefunctionthat is minimized must judiciouslyrepresent the truly multiobjective decision-making process. They note that we evaluate the nal design with respect to each objective and not in terms of the single aggregate objective (as the computational procedurewould suggest). How then do we make sure that the single objective functionis correct? This seemingly trivial question should play a critical role in computational engineering design.
In the thirdphase of multidisciplinarydesignoptimization(MDO) application, a robust computational optimization code is employed to optimize the AOF subject to constraints. This phase is generally well understood, and the corresponding analytical and computational tools are mature. The various available tools are generally classi ed with respect to many considerations that might include continuous/discrete variables, integer/noninteger variables, convex/nonconvex problems, and linear/nonlinear constraints. For each such category, many robust commercial codes are available.
Since the early 1980s, interest in the area of engineering design in a multidisciplinary setting has grown. 15 -21 The publications just cited focus on the area of control-structureintegrateddesign(CSID), which is computationally intensive. Because of the computational intensityof the CSID problem, it is very costly to be optimizingwith an incorrect objective function, though this unfortunately happens routinely.This situationwas a strong motivationfor the development of physical programming. Physical programming distinguishes itself by its ability to systematically develop an AOF that correctly re ects the full complexity of the decision-maker's wishes. It is appropriate to note that this paper's direct contribution is in the area of multiobjective optimization. However, because MDO is generally multiobjective in nature, this paper's ndings are also relevant to MDO.
At this point it is important to note that, ultimately, designers are chie y interested in having the means to uncover the most preferred design. In evaluating the effectiveness of an optimal design infrastructure, it may be appropriate to pose the following fundamental questions: 1) Given the appropriate set of design metrics, is it possible for the structure of the objective function being used to yield the most preferred solution, at all? 2) If no, then the objective function in question is inadequate. (Note that this unfortunate occurrenceis common with regard to the popular weighted-sum objective function method.) If yes, then how easy is it to obtain this most preferred solution in practice? In particular, does the formation of the correct objective function require the designer to attempt to identify-in an ad hoc manner-the values of physically meaningless scalar weights? In the following, we present a pragmatic perspective of the related state of the art and of the new possibilities that the physical programming methodology brings to the fore. This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents two simple examples that are used throughout the paper both for discussion purposes and for obtaining numerical results. Section III reviews some of the prevailing methods for forming AOF. A synopsis of the physical programming method is presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V the examples (presented in Sec. II) are optimized using both the physical programming and the weighted-sum methods, leading to some interesting results and discussions.Section VI provides concluding remarks.
II. Discussion Examples
We de ne in this section two examples that we use throughoutthe paper both to help focus the discussion and later to provide numerical results. The rst involves one design parameter and two design metrics, whereas the second involves two design parameters and three design metrics. We chose these simple examples to succinctly bring to the fore the salient points of this paper.
Example 1: The rst example is a pinned-pinned beam of length L, width b, and height h (Fig. 1) . A load of magnitude P is applied at the center of the beam. The volumetric mass density and Young's modulus are respectively denoted by q and E . The quantities of interest to the designer, or design metrics, are the midspan displacement and the beam mass, respectively, given by
The single design parameter is the beam height h, formally expressed as
The designer's preferencesare both qualitativeand quantitativein nature. The qualitative preferences are to 1) minimize the midspan de ection and 2) minimize the beam mass. The quantitative preferences are discussed in Secs. IV and V within the physical programming context.
Example 2: The second example involves the same beam. The designer's preferences are now expressed in terms of three design metrics that depend on two design parameters. The design metrics are Fig. 1 Beam example.
The two design parameters are
We observe that the quantity b is both a design metric and a design parameter. This point is discussed later.
III. Formation of Objective Functions
This section reviews some of the prevailing methods for forming AOF. This brief review will help explain the need for the unique features of physical programming. As a part of this discussion,we rst address certain terminology-relatedissues that are often a source of confusion. For example, we seek to draw attention to the distinction between the terms design metric and objective function, as used in this paper.
A discussion of the terminology used in this paper, together with relevant editorial notes, follows. For a more extensive discussion of the general state of the engineering design lexicon, the interested reader may refer to Ref. 22 , where it is shown that the objective of promoting intelligible discourse within the design community is entirely germane to the overriding goal of producing better designs.
A. Design Parameter
A design parameter is a parameter over which the designer has direct control. The variable x denotes the vector of design parameters. Other commonly used terms are design variables, decision variables, or decision parameters. An example of a design variable may be the length of a beam.
B. Design Metric
A design metric refers to an objective measure of a design attribute. The variable l (x) denotes the vector of design metrics, which is generally expressed in terms of the design parameter vector. A design metric vector may comprise such quantities/measures as the mass, the price, the area moment of inertia,or the fundamental frequency of a beam.
We make the important note that the term design metric, as used in this paper, does not re ect the subjective preferences of the designer/decision maker. Expressing the designer's preference as a mathematical function is a complex task. For example, the designer might want to minimize the mass, while maximizing the fundamental frequency; maximizing the fundamentalfrequency beyond a certain point might not be as important as the objective of minimizing cost. These observations partially illustrate the dif culty of mathematically capturing the full complexity of the designer's wishes.
We also note that a given quantity, e.g., the length of a beam, may be both a design parameter (because the designerhas control over its value) and a design metric (because it will also be used to evaluate the goodness of the beam design). The designer might prefer a short beam, for example. Typical problem formulations usually ascribe a very restricted set of desired behaviors to design parameters (e.g., equal to a constant, less than a constant, or between two constants). We show in Sec. V how physical programming facilitates the expressionof preferenceregardingdesign parametersas well as design metrics.
Other terms used in the literature as synonyms of design metric include design attribute,design criterion, objectivefunction,performance function, performance index, performance parameter, merit function, gure-of-merit, goal, and performance metric. This liberal lexicon is often the source of much confusion because it fails to distinguish clearly between the objective design metric and the subjective preference function, as de ned in the sequel.
To concludethis discussionof terminology,we note that this paper is not concernedwith the means for developingdesign metrics (such a discussionwould be domain-dependent), but rather with the means for employing design metrics for constructing aggregate objective function.
C. Preference Function
A preference function (usually referred to as objective function), an explicit function of a single design metric, re ects the subjective preference of the designer with regard to that design metric. The variable P(l ) denotes the vector of preference functions. As an example, if the designer wishes to maximize the fundamental frequency of the beam f (using a minimization code), the corresponding preference function might take the form P i ( f ) = a / f , where a is a constant that implicitly re ects the importance of maximizing f relative to other objectives (e.g., minimizing mass). In the case of maximization, any strictly decreasing monotonic function would be an appropriate candidate, but the inverse function just used is unduly in exible. In addition, the use of only one constant (a ) is inadequate, as it offers minimal exibility. We note that the term objective function is generally meant to remind us that the objective of the designer is re ected in the said function. As such, the preference function re ects a subjective statement, which is chie y distinct from a design metric and which re ects an objective statement (e.g., the mass of a beam). The recognition of this distinction plays a critical role in the proper development of an appropriate preference function.
All of the terms just used as synonyms of design metric are also used as synonyms of preference function in the literature, thereby making it impossibleto clearlydistinguishbetween preferencefunction and design metric.
D. Design Constraint
A design constraint is a statement of the form l i · (l i or x i ) ·l i , where l i and l i , respectively,denote lower and upper bounds (which need not be nite).
E. Aggregate Preference Function
An aggregate preference function (APF) J is a scalar function of the preference function vector that, together with the design constraints, completely represents the designer preferences (at least as stated). The term APF is not used in the literature. Instead, a large number of terms are used, the most common being objective function. The term objectivefunctionis unfortunatelyoften used to mean design metric, preference function, as well as AOF. The term objective space usually implies the existence of a multidimensionalspace spanned by a set of objective functions. Using the terminology just de ned, we can express the distinctionbetween design metric space, preference function space, and APF space.
Once the APF is available, numerical or analytical optimization may proceed. It is the aggregation (or scalarization) process of the set of preference functions that this paper intends to examine. Next, we discuss the prevailing methods for forming APF.
F. Aggregate Preference Functions: Examples
We reviewin the followingsome of the main methodsavailablefor forming the aggregatepreferencefunctions.The quantity w i denotes a generic constant scalar weight, and G i and B i respectively denote generic good and bad values pertaining to the i th design metric.
Absolute value:
or, equivalently,
The absolutevalue optionis unfortunatelynot easilyimplemented in most analytical settings. One of the reasons for this dif culty is that it is not smooth.
Weighted-sum:
To construct the APF, the designer has at his/her disposal only a set of constants that merely change the slopes of a hyperplanein the design-metric space. Marginal utility is unfortunately/incorrectly modeled as being always constant in the whole design-metric space. 9 Weighted-square-sum: (12) In this case two constants per design metric are available to tailor the shape of the APF.
Weighted-maximum:
This form, in practice, presents smoothness-relateddif culties. Substitute objective function 19 :
where l i,min and l i,max respectivelydenote the minimum and maximum values of l i , when l i is optimized while all other metrics are free. Kreisselmeir-Steinhauser function 17 :
where q is a parameter that is increased as the optimum is approached during optimization. Distance from the utopia point:
where it is clearly understood that the APF will, in general, not vanish. The common thread in the preceding options is the existence of certain parameters that are intended to shape the hypersurface of the aggregate preference function-in design-metric space. Importantly,these parametersare usuallyvoid of any physicalsigni cance. This observation stands in contrast to the physical programming paradigm.
IV. Physical Programming Synopsis
Physicalprogrammingis a new approachto computationaldesign optimization. 1 The applicationof physicalprogrammingis intended to enhance an engineer's ability to obtain an optimal design by employing a exible and more naturalproblemformulationframework. Under the physical programming paradigm, the designer does not need to specify optimization weights in the problem formulation phase. Rather, the designer speci es ranges of different degrees of desirability for each design measure.
Consider the design metrics of example 1: the beam mass M and the midspan de ection d . Design speci cations may require M · 350 kg and d · 0.15 m, and a designer may also wish to minimize each such metric without violatingthese hard speci cations.In this particular case the designer may create an aggregate preference function of the form
and manipulate the weights w 1 and w 2 until the minimized AOF leads to acceptable values for M and d . The designer will in general need to inject considerable bias or subjectivity into the problem formulation. He or she may accept the values of 351 for M and 0.12 for d , but might much prefer 345 for M and the higher value of 0.135 for d . In the parlance of multiobjective optimization, the second option is not dominated by the rst. However, the designer cannot explicitly articulate this wish using the traditional AOF just shown. This inabilityto effectivelyarticulatepreference-by having to rely on weights-is a key limitation of conventionaloptimization.
An alternative to the preceding scenario is to monitor the optimization process and to change the weights during the solution process periodically, as opposed to performing repeated full optimization runs. However, no general and robust method exists to perform this task. Moreover, when a large number of con icting metrics exists, the task of tweaking the weights for the different design metrics becomes prohibitively unwieldy.
By allowing the designer to express preferences exibly and concisely, physical programming addresses the just-mentioned limitation of traditional optimization. Simultaneously, physical programming obviates the need to adjust weights. We rst describe how a designer might express a realistic design preference.The preference ranges for the beam mass could be stated as follows.
1) Highly desirable: < 250 (kg) 2) Desirable: 250-275 3) Tolerable: 275-300 4) Undesirable: 300-325 5) Highly undesirable: 325-350 6) Unacceptable: > 350 Note that this description encompasses both hard and soft preferences. The latter are expressed in terms of ranges of differing degrees of desirability and the former in terms of inequalities or equalities.
In addition to eliminating the need to specify and adjust weights, physical programming is also ideally suited to address the inherent multiobjective nature of design problems, where multiple con icting objectives govern the search for the best solution. To reconcile the objectives and nd a compromise solution, the designer usually engages in an iterative weight-tweaking process that does not necessarily converge. The convergence property of this human-inthe-loop process depends as much on the numerics of the problem as it does on the level of expertise of the designer in the art and science of optimization.
Physical programming provides a more deterministic approach to obtaining a solution that satis es the designer's preferences. A detailed development of the physicalprogramming approach is provided in Ref. 1 . References 5-8 present further physical programming work. A synopsis of the physical programming implementation procedure is provided in the sequel.
A. Physical Programming Application Procedure
This section describes the procedure for applying physical programming, assuming an operational software implementation thereof is available. Alternatively, the theoretical development of physical programming presented in Ref. 1 can be coded by the user. The physical programming implementation that is used for this paper is embodied in the software package entitled PhysPro, which is MATLAB ® -based 23 and which is at a more advanced stage than that presented in Ref. 1 . We de ne in the sequel the steps that must be followed in the application of physical programming.
Classi cation of Preferences (Preference Functions)
Within the physical programming procedure, an engineer expresses preferences with respect to each design metric using four differentclasses. Each design belongs to one of four generic classes. Figure 2 depicts the qualitativemeaning of each class. A generic design metric l i is on the horizontal axis, and the function that will be minimized for that metric P i , hereby called the preference function, is on the vertical axis. Each class comprises two subclasses, hard and soft, referring to the sharpness of the preference. All soft class functions will become constituent components of the APF.
The desired behavior of a generic measure is described by one of eight subclasses, four soft and four hard. These subclasses are illustrated in Fig. 2 and are characterized by the following. Within conventional design optimization approaches, the design metrics for which class 1S or 2S apply would generally become part of the AOF with a multiplicative weight, and all of the hard classes would become constraints. Cases of class 3S and 4S would be signi cantly more dif cult to treat: one approach would be to use a positive or negative weight, depending on the current value of the corresponding measure during optimization. A large amount of trial and error would be involved in choosing the right weights. Physical programming removes this trial and error entirely by using the carefully structured preference functions.
The preference functions shown in Fig. 3 provide the means to express a set of ranges of differing desirability for a given design metric. As shown in Fig. 3 , the soft preference functions provide informationthat is deliberatelyimprecise. By design,the in mum of any preference function is zero. Next, we explain how quantitative speci cations are associated with each design metric. (Note that class 4S actually represents an extension of the work in Ref. 1 
.)

Physical Programming Lexicon
Physical programming allows an engineer to express preferences with regard to each design metric with more speci city than by simply saying minimize, maximize, greater than, less than, or equal to. Physical programming explicitly recognizes the limitations of such a problem formulation framework, and addresses these by employing a more descriptive lexicon. This lexicon comprises terms that characterize the degree of desirability of 6 ranges for each generic soft design metric for classes 1S and 2S, 10 ranges for class 3S, and 11 ranges for class 4S. To illustrate, consider the case of class 1S, shown in Fig. 3 The parameters v i1 -v i 5 are physically meaningful constants that are speci ed by the designer to quantify the performance objectives, or preferences, associated with the i th design metric. These parameters delineate the ranges for each design metric. Reference 1 discusses the quantitative implications of the preceding de nitions and provides the mathematical procedure for developingthe preference function for each generic design metric.
The preference functions map design metrics, such as M, into nondimensional, strictly positive real numbers. This mapping, in effect, transforms disparate design metrics with different physical meanings onto a dimensionless scale through a unimodal convex function. Figure 3 loosely illustrates the mathematical nature of the preference functions and shows how these functions allow the designer to express the regions of differing degrees of goodness for a given design metric. Consider the rst curve of Fig. 3 : the class function for class 1S design metrics. Six ranges are de ned. The parameters v i1 -v i5 are speci ed by the designer. When the value of the design metric l i is less than v i1 (highly desirable range), the value of the preference function is small, which requires little further minimization of the preference function. When, on the other hand, the value of the design metric l i is between v i4 and v i5 (highly undesirable range), the value of the class function is large, which requires signi cant minimization of the class function. The behavior of the other preference functions is indicated in the gure. Preferences regarding each design metric are treated independently, allowing the inherent multiobjectivenature of the problemto be preserved.
This discussion tersely presented the basic idea of physical programming. The value of each generic preference function (for each design metric) governs the optimizationpath in design metric space, and the preference function is constructed deterministicallyand involves no physically meaningless weight iteration.
B. Physical Programming Mappings
We now brie y discuss the various mappings that take place in the implementation of physical programming. These mappings will de ne the path from design variables to the aggregate preference function, which is the actual function that the nonlinear programming code minimizes. Figure 4 shows these various mappings. As illustratedin Fig. 4 , we begin with the design variables x. The design variables are mapped into the preference function space l i using the Metrics Evaluation Module (MEM) created by the designer for a given problem. The value of a given preference function P i depends 1) on the value of the corresponding design metric, 2) on the class type assignedto that design metric (e.g., smaller-is-better), and 3) on the values(v i1 -v i 5 ) assignedto the desirabilityranges.Loosely speaking, the sum of all of the preference functions equals the APF (see Ref. 1 for details) . We note, however, that the preference functions are not independentlyformed; there is an assumed intermetric preference.
C. Physical Programming Application Steps
With this background in physical programming terminology and mappings, we are prepared to explain the procedure for solving a problem using physical programming. 1)
Step 1: Create a software module (MEM) that uses the current numerical values of the design parameters x as input and that provides the corresponding numerical values for the design metric vector l i as output (i.e., a software module that models the behavior of the physical system).
2)
Step 2: Specify the class type for each design metric (1S-4H) (see Fig. 2 ).
3)
Step 3: Provide the range limits for each design metric (see Fig. 3 ). The designer speci es 5 limits for classes 1S or 2S, 9 for 3S, and 10 for 4S. For the hard classes the designer speci es one limit for classes 1H, 2H, or 3H, and two limits for 4H (see Fig. 2 ). The set of these range limits, when recorded in tabular form, constitutes the preference table.
4)
Step 4: Solve the constrained minimization that is de ned by Eqs. (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Note that, if a physical programming software implementation is availableto the designer,steps 1-3 constitutethe extent of the designer's involvement with nonlinear programming. Rather than engagingin tweaking weights, the designercan instead explore the consequences of the various physically meaningful preference choices. 
D. Physical Programming Problem Model
The physical programming problem model takes the form
(for soft classes) (18) subject to
x j,min · x j · x j,max (for design parameter constraints) (27) where v i, min , v i,max , v i,val , x i,min , and x i,max represent prescribed values. The range limits are provided by the designer (see Table 1 and Fig. 3 ), and n sc is the number of soft metrics that the problem comprises. Note that the aggregate preference function only comprises class functions associated with soft metrics. The hard metrics are treated as constraints. The precedingproblemmodel conforms to the framework of most nonlinearprogrammingcodes, with possible minor rearrangements. However, note that the form of the APF departs markedly from conventionaldesignoptimizationmethods. We now apply the preceding development to the two examples already described.
V. Example
A. Numerical Results
In this section we provide numerical results for the two beam examples already de ned. Optimization results are given for each case using physicalprogramming.We then present results involving other methods, which will allow us to make important comparisons.
Example 1: In example 1 we used the numerical constant values: E = 10 11 Pa, q = 10 4 kg/m 3 , P = 400 N, L = 10 m, and b = 0.05 m. The design parameter h is also expressed in meters. In the parlance of physical programming, the designer's subjective preferences are expressedin Table 1 , where the numericalvaluesthat t the rangesof differing desirability are provided (the preference table). Note that Table 1 provides the v i j preference values, as de ned in Eqs. (19) (20) (21) (22) , which delineate the preference ranges. For example, the rst row of numbers in Table 1 identically represents the mass-related preferences discussed in Sec. IV. No constraints are placed on the design parameter h. The optimization results are reported in Table 2 and Fig. 5 .
To rst contrast the weighted-sum and the physical programming approaches,the equivalent formulation of the optimization problem using the weighted-sumapproachis obtained.(Reference 1 explains the relationship between equivalent weights and class functions.) In short, the weights are obtained using the derivative of the preference functions with respect to the design metrics, evaluated at the optimum solution. The weighted-sum problem statement reads
The weights obtained are w 1 = 0.228305 and w 2 = 230.538. Using these weights in the problem formulation just stated, in Eq. (28) we nd the same results as those obtained using physical programming.
[The MATLAB ® Optimization toolbox function constr 23 was used to solve Eq. (27).]
Example 2: In example 2 we used the same numerical constant values as those used in example 1, with two exceptions: L = 10.5 m and b is now a free design parameter. The designer's preferencesare expressedin the preferencetable (Table 1) . Again, no constraintsare placed on the design parametersh and b. The physicalprogramming optimization results are reported in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 5 .
As in the case of example 1, we determined the equivalent formulation for the weighted-sum approach. The weighted-sum problem statement is found in the form
The precedingproblem formulation[objectivefunction,Eq. (29)] unfortunately yields an unstable stationary point, in particular, a saddlepoint (see Fig. 6, W4 ). In essence,the weighted-sumapproach fails to be of any practicalvalue in this case. We parentheticallynote that this de ciency of the weighted-sum approach is rooted in its linear dependence on the design metrics, more speci cally by its inability to capture solutions that lie on concave boundaries of the feasible design-metric space.
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Before we proceed with the discussion of the results, we provide objective functions-from other methods-that yield the same solution as physical programming. These objective functions take the following form.
Weighted-square sum:
Kreisselmeir-Steinhauser function: Exponential weighted criteria 3 : Panels (W1) and (PP1) show the plots of the design metrics vs the design parameter. As expected, there is no difference between the two approaches. We note that the two metrics are in con ict: M seeks to increase h, whereas d seeks the reverse. Panels (W2) and (PP2) show indifference curves (curves of constant preference) for both approaches. In the case of (W2), we see that the curves are straight lines that are equidistant and parallel, re ecting the fact that the preference surface is a plane. The weights in the weighted-sum approach are used to affect the slope of this plane. We note that the slope of the preference surface is the equivalent weight at the point of evaluation. 1 In the case of (PP2), the indifference curves are versatile and may take on complex shapes whose convexity is guaranteed. The shape of these curves is guided by the designer's choices in the form of region limits that are physically meaningful. Further, the gradient of the preference surface is allowed to change dramatically in preference space. This gradient change can be seen in panel (PP2), where the slopes are signi cantly smaller in the highly desirable region than they are in the highly undesirable region. (Observe the numerical values for the various indifference curves.) This change in gradient is essentially equivalent to changing the weights while optimizing, in such a way that the aggregate preference function correctly re ects the designer's preferences. The solid curve in panels (W2) and (PP2) represents a parametric function of the design metrics in terms of h (i.e., values of the design metrics as h varies). As expected, the solid curve is tangent to the optimal indifference curve.
Panels (W3) and (PP3) depict the APF in terms of the design parameter h. As expected, the optimum solution is the same in each case. However, the constituent individual preference functions (for different design metrics) are fundamentally different. In the case of the weighted-sum [Eq. (28)], the shape of each design metric is identical (within a multiplicative constant) to its pertaining preference function. In the case of physical programming, the shape of each individual preference function changes signi cantly (according to the designer's physical preferences) from that of the pertaining design metric. The plot pertaining to the mass is a straight line in both panels (W1) and (W3), but the contribution of the mass is no longer a straight line in the physical programming case [panels (PP1) and (PP3)].
Example 2: For example 2, Fig. 5 depicts the tradeoff that took place during optimization among the three design metrics. We recall that b is both a design variableand a design metric. As we see, letting b play a role in seeking a compromise solution presents no dif culty. Typically, we tend to limit our options in this regard: we let b be the subject only of inequality constraints because it is the design parameter.
In Fig. 6 , panels (W4) and (PP4) convey an interesting situation. We rst determine the equivalent weights. 1 Using these weights, which guarantee that the weighted-sum and the physical programming formulations will have a common extremum, we optimize the beam. The weighted sum case failed in this simple example. It fails in the following sense. If a designer does wish to obtain the solution provided by physical programming, the weighted sum will fail to satisfy this designer's wish. The weighted sum is structurally incapable of providing the sought-after solution in practice. The indifference curves for each approach are shown in these subplots. In the case of physical programming, we see a well-behaved minimum. In the weighted sum case the extremum is a saddle point, which means that in practice the correct solution cannot be obtained using the weighted-sum approach, even in this simple case. We are now ready to discuss the situation from a broader perspective.
Performanceof other objectivefunctions: Having establishedthat the oft-used weighted-sum method failed in this simple example, it is appropriate to ask: How effective are other methods? The comprehensive answer to this question is the subject of ongoing investigation by these authors and others. In this paper we provide important observationsthat help to further characterizethe physical programming method.
In Eqs. (30-33), we provideddiverseobjectivefunctionsthat yield the same result as physical programming. The important question at this point is as follows: How easy is it to uncover the numerical values (weights) in these objective functions that will yield desirable results? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is not encouraging. For realistic problems, where the design metrics are nonlinearly coupled, determining correct meaningless weights is dif cult. Even in the case of Eq. (31), where the numerical values do have physical interpretations, identifying these values is in general a complex task. The inherent structures of the preceding AOF are not exible. By contrast, physical programming provides extensive exibilityto tailor the shape of the preferencehyper-surfaceand does so through the designation of physically meaningful information (see the preference table). It is also interesting to note that, even in the preceding simple case, some of the preceding objective func- 
VI. Concluding Remarks
This paper presented a discussion of one of the critical phases of computational optimization, namely that of constructing the aggregate objective/preference function.This paper studied the particular issues posed by the applicationof the weighted-sumand other methods and offered the physical programming method as an alternative that presents important practical bene ts.
